Versity 92
Series for
Healthcare
A healthcare solution for non-clinical workers

Non-clinical workers make up a big part of the healthcare workforce and are
vital to the patients’ experience of care. They ensure the general running of the
medical facility goes smoothly behind the scenes while addressing many of the nonmedical needs of the patient. Though not clinicians per se, these workers perform
a variety of clinical, assistive, and administrative tasks. And, like all healthcare staff,
these team members should be provided with the tools they need to improve the
experience of care, increase patient health outcomes, and reduce per capita costs.

With Spectralink you get:

What does a solution look like for these non-clinical healthcare workers?
They need:
•

A durable yet lightweight device that won’t break if dropped while they move
or assist a patient

•

The ability to scan a patient’s bracelet as they transport them throughout
the facility

•

A touch screen to see vital patient information and orders that can be used
while they are wearing their gloves

•

To communicate clearly and securely with clinicians and other care workers –
via both voice and text – as they move about the healthcare site doing their jobs

•

Effective management of tasks, patient workflows and maintenance in a busy
healthcare setting

•

To keep both themselves and their charges safe in the event of an emergency
or security situation

An all-in-one solution
Versity 92 Series solves all these problems. This enterprise smartphone provides
critical healthcare teammates with constant connection to patient healthcare
teams while also enabling them to support clinical staff and care for patients in

• Our proprietary Voice Quality
Optimization™ (VQO™)
technology delivers crystal clear
voice quality you can count on,
plus noise suppression and echo
cancellation capabilities
• Access to our world-class
ecosystem of application
partners to ensure your workers
have the tools they need to get
the job done
• The best call control UC
interoperability in the industry –
we integrate with all leading UC
platforms
• Supported by AMIE, our mobile
intelligence platform, for
easy deployment, call quality
monitoring and battery health
to ensure you get the most out
of your mobility investment.

more productive ways. By integrating with a healthcare system’s workflow, task
management, maintenance, and secure messaging applications, Versity 92 Series
replaces the toolbelt of mobile devices often carried by staff such as pagers,
barcode scanners, two-way radios, and wireless phones. Versity 92 Series is a
lightweight device that’s durable out of the box without needing a bulky protective
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case and is easy to use with one hand, plus it won’t weigh down a pocket. And, with
Spectralink SAFE technology, Versity 92 can call for help at the touch of a button.
Versity 92 also features a mid-sized display and touchscreen to securely view the most
critical patient information without having to access a computer station and is certified
with many leading Healthcare application platforms, such as Cerner CareAware
Connect, Connexall MobileConnex, Halo Clinical Communication Platform, Vocera Vina,
and many more. And, with its optional built-in scanner, a patient’s wristband can always
be scanned for identification and protocol purposes, whether checking a patient in to
the facility, patient transport, ensuring the right meal is being delivered to the right
room, and any other instance in which a wristband would need to be scanned.

Benefits of the Spectralink Versity 92 Series for non-clinical workers:
•

Better communication and collaboration among care team members

•

Decreased patient wait times and improved patient satisfaction

•

Greater team collaboration via secure messaging, push-to-talk, and voice calls

•

Improved efficiency managing tasks and workflows

•

Built for healthcare - whether they’re dropped on hard surfaces or sterilized
with harsh cleaning agents, our purpose-built wireless devices stay intact
and functional

Device Management and Insights
Healthcare more than any other industry needs to provide a continuum of care: devices
need to always be up and working properly for staff to take care of patients. AMIE™, our
cloud-based mobile analytics dashboard for IT and telecommunications administrators,
provides valuable insight into device and network health, supporting mission-critical
mobility so that your clinical support staff has the peace of mind to know that their
Versity 92 device is going to work and do what it is supposed to do: enable information
and communication at their fingertips anywhere on the job for optimal patient care.

Versity 92 Series is ideal for:
• Food delivery services
• Patient transfer management
• Room/bed cleaning tasks
• Hospital facilities maintenance
• Task allocation
• Asset management, location, and
delivery to required destinations
• Site incident response (e.g. fire
alarms)

Versity 92 Series highlights:

• An award-winning, lightweight,
and sleek design that’s as intuitive, versatile, and as portable as
a personal smartphone but with
the power and durability of an
enterprise device.
• Crystal clear voice quality
through engineering focus on
QoS (Quality of Service). Optimized roaming between Access
Points (APs) with a prioritization of voice over data for no
interruption to the user and
no delayed or missed calls for
more effective communication
and collaboration and reliable
connection in critical healthcare
settings.
• IP65 rated, durable right out of
the box without the need for a
protective case. Built with quality Dragontrail™ glass, a recessed
screen, and reinforced design,
Versity 92 will perform even if
dropped, exposed to water, or
faced with other harsh environments, and it can be used while
wearing latex gloves.

About Spectralink
As an award winner in mobile technology, Spectralink has been transforming the
way our customers work and communicate for 30+ years. Through our determination
to do extraordinary things, we enable mobile workforces and empower our
customers and partners to explore what’s next, what’s possible. With our enterprise
grade, best-in-class mobile solutions, we are with our customers wherever they
work, however they need us. Our people, commitment to innovation and our passion
are our foundation for success.
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